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Abstract - This paper describes the Random Early Detection and its algorithm which was proposed by Sally Floyd. It is used for the 

congestion control in Active Queue Management in Network Trafficking. However there are many techniques are acquired for the 

congestion control mechanisms; Random Early Detection has its own priority. This technique is an effective technique since it 

senses the congestion well in advance before the collision has been occurred by the probability of threshold values. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Random Early Detection also known as random early 

discard or random early drop is Active Queue 

management (AQM) which is an intelligent drop of 

network packets inside a buffer associated with Network 

Interface Controller (NIC) which is a computer hardware 

component that connects to a computer or computer 

network.In a conventional tail drop algorithm which is a 

simple control queue algorithm used by queuing 

discipline in network hardware to decide when to drop 

packets .With this algorithm it simply drops the upcoming 

packet when the buffer is full without any knowledge 

whether it can be dropped or retained.It doesn’t even 

sense the packets when the buffer is full, and instead 

waits for the buffer to become empty.then it accepts the 

upcoming packets .The packets which were sent in 

between the mean time are simply dropped.This loss of 

packets causes transmission control protocol which is 

more trustworthy in the internet Protocol to enter into 

conjunction with the other algorithms and it avoids to 

send packets more than the buffer and which are capable 

for transmitting when the packets are discarded the 

acknowledgments which are to be received by the sender 

will cause the congestion in the window and it leads to 

global synchronisation. The other disadvantage of tail 

drop algorithm is it distributes the space in the buffer 

unfairly.to overcome the issues or drawbacks in tail drop 

algorithm, REDtechniques have ben implemented. RED 

monitors the queue size and drops the packets with least  

 

probability or which are in conjunction and which leads to 

congestion based on threshold probabilities. RED uses the 

probability and it distributes fairly the bandwidth 

allocated to it with heavy traffic to have maximum 

bandwidth, whereas the least traffic with minimum 

bandwidth. Hence there would be less chance of 

congestion it is distributed evenly when it is sensed 

properly. 

  

There are many types in RED, FRED a modified version 

of RED called flow Random Early detection proposed by 

donglin and Robert morriss .According to Van Jacobson 

there are two errors in classic RED .All the changes have 

been done to remove the errors but has not been 

succeeded. Still some work has been done to remove 

errors but has not been succeeded. Still some work has 

been in processing state.This RED doesn’t provide 

Quality of Service.WRED which is called as Weighted 

RED is an extension of RED which contain multiple 

number of thresholds using a single queue.But as 

discussed by cisco restricted only to TCP/IP traffic.The 

traffic which is other than this protocol is simply dropped 

without even checking its priority.Adaptive RED or active 

RED is used to make RED more or less likely to attack or 

confront based on the average queue length .If this length 

rotates near the minimum threshold then this detection is 

ready to attack and if it rotates near the maximum 

threshold then this detection will become weak 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This paper emphasises that RED which is an effective 

measure used in the congestion control ,and which is an 

impossible task for the other techniques in network 

trafficking in computer networks. With the existing 

algorithm it compares ,configures and measures the 

various techniques used in RED .This paper reminds the 

comparative study among the different techniques used in 

RED and how well it can be performed effectively in the 

control of congestion in network trafficking. 
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